Liquid phase exfoliation (LPE) is a commonly-used method to produce 2D nanosheets from a range of layered crystals. However, such nanosheets display broad size and thickness distributions and correlations between area and thickness, issues which limit nanosheet application-potential. To understand the factors controlling the exfoliation process, we have liquid-exfoliated 11 different layered materials, size-selecting each into fractions before using AFM to measure the nanosheet length, width and thickness distributions for each fraction. The resultant data shows a clear power-law scaling of nanosheet area with thickness for each material. We have developed a simple non-equilibrium thermodynamics-based model predicting that the power-law pre-factor is proportional to both the ratios of in-planetearing/out-of-plane-peeling energies and in-plane/out-of-plane moduli. By comparing the experimental data with the modulus ratio calculated from first principles, we find close agreement between experiment and theory. This supports our hypothesis that energy equipartition holds between nanosheet tearing and peeling during sonication-assisted exfoliation.
Two-dimensional (2D) materials are a diverse family of nanostructures consisting of chemically bonded 2D monolayers that are often arranged in van der Waals-bonded few-layer stacks. [1] [2] [3] [4] They are interesting in their own right for fundamental studies and useful in a broad range of applications. [4] [5] [6] Importantly, almost all 2D materials have physical and chemical properties that depend on the number of layers in a stack. 7 This makes control of stack (i.e. nanosheet) thickness important.
2D materials can be fabricated by various top-down and bottom-up techniques. 7 One important top-down technique is liquid phase exfoliation (LPE). 8, 9 This method converts 3D layered crystals into large numbers of few-layer 2D nanosheets by using an energy input to remove nanosheets from their parent crystal in a liquid environment. Due to its simplicity, scalability and compatibility with solution processing, LPE has recently gained increasing attention.
Importantly, this technique is applicable to a whole host of van der Waals crystals with dozens of 2D materials having been produced in this way. A range of methods 10, 11 for inputting energy have been described, including ultrasonication 12 or shear exfoliation in rotor stator mixers, 13 kitchen blenders, 14, 15 microfluidizers, 16, 17 via compressive flow 18 etc. Overall, sonication is still the most widely used technique at the laboratory scale.
However, a significant disadvantage of LPE is that it always yields broad nanosheet size and thickness distributions, 19 rendering a precise characterisation of exfoliated nanosheets challenging and making it hard to assess exfoliation quality. This also limits the suitability of LPE nanosheets for applications.
In order to further develop LPE and to identify its intrinsic limitations as well as future opportunities, it will be essential to develop a general understanding of the fundamental physics of the exfoliation procedure. Such an understanding must be based on a broad combination of experimental data and theoretical modelling.
Here we perform a comparative study using sonication-assisted LPE to exfoliate a range of van der Waals crystals under comparable conditions. By performing extensive AFM analysis, we demonstrate a fundamental relationship between nanosheet size and thickness, which is not affected by solvent choice or sonication conditions. The existence of such a relationship allows us to propose an experimental metric for exfoliation quality. These experimental observations are underpinned by a minimal theoretical model based on the thermodynamic principle of equipartition, which results in a simple analytical relationship between nanosheet area and thickness. This model very closely describes the experimental data and links the exfoliation-quality metric to energetic parameters associated with the breaking of both chemical and van der Waals bonds during the exfoliation process.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:
Size-selection and AFM analysis of nanosheets LPE yields stock dispersions with broad lateral size and thickness distributions (see Figure 1A and SI, Figure S1 ). For technical reasons, this polydispersity makes statistical atomic force microscopy (AFM) characterisation challenging. As a result, we generally performed size selection of all stock dispersions by liquid cascade centrifugation (LCC), as introduced elsewhere. 19 In this iterative centrifugation process, size-selected fractions are produced in a two-step process with a low-centrifugation-rate step removing large nanosheets and a highercentrifugation-rate step removing small nanosheets. A number of such two-step processes can be connected in a cascade to result in a set of fractions, each labelled via the midpoint of the centrifugation rates. This procedure yields fractions with reasonably narrow size and thickness distributions. The final supernatant obtained after the end of the cascade contains very small nanosheets (<20 nm long) and was discarded due to difficulties in accurately measuring nanosheet sizes at small lengthscales.
The size-selected fractions were deposited onto Si/SiO2 and then subjected to size/thickness quantification by atomic force microscopy (AFM). The contrast of nanosheets deposited onto opaque bilayered substrates was exploited to identify regions promising for AFM as discussed elsewhere. 20 To minimise aggregation, the substrate was heated on a hotplate to above the boiling point of the solvent. This leads to a flash evaporation as illustrated in our previous video publication. 21 From the AFM images (examples Figure 1 , for all data see SI), it is clear that the dispersed objects are 2-dimensional with lateral sizes and thicknesses that vary across fractions.
For example, Figure 1 shows representative images of an unselected stock dispersion of graphite exfoliated in aqueous sodium cholate by tip sonication ( Figure 1A From such images, we measured the longest lateral dimension (L), the dimension perpendicular to L (the width, W) and the nanosheet thickness. This was done by manually cropping widefield images into smaller regions with only a few objects in each image and manually drawing line profiles across the nanosheets to extract the dimensions. For a visualisation see Ref 21 . Only those objects that had the distinct appearance of 2-dimensional sheets lying flat on the substrate were counted. Other deposits such as aggregates or impurities from residual solvent or surfactant were not taken into account (examples SI Figure S3 -4). By using previously established step height analysis, the apparent AFM thickness was converted to nanosheet layer number, N. 13, 19, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] The resultant data can be used to calculate a number of statistical parameters such as arithmetic means: <L>, <W> and <N>. Example histograms are presented in Figure 2 for the fractions containing the largest (L-Gra) and the smallest (S-Gra) nanosheets produced in this particular cascade.
Comparison of graphite exfoliated under different conditions
Before investigating nanosheet exfoliation for various materials, it is first important to understand the impact of exfoliation conditions on the resultant nanosheets. To this end, graphite was exfoliated by tip sonication in aqueous sodium cholate (SC) and N-methyl-2pyrrolidone (NMP) and in SC by bath sonication. One would expect the various conditions to produce nanosheet dispersions that are distinct, i.e. with different yield and of different nanosheet dimensions. However, a detailed comparison of statistically measured size and thickness distributions under such circumstances has not yet been reported. In all three cases, size selection by LCC was performed as explained above and the fractions were subjected to statistical AFM analysis (distribution histograms see SI Figure S6 -S8). The aqueous dispersions were centrifuged for 2 h in each step, while for NMP-based dispersions the centrifugation time was 3.5 h to somewhat balance the effect of higher viscosity.
While size selection is required to make the statistical analysis of the nanosheet dimensions more feasible, it is not clear whether the resultant lateral sizes and thicknesses in the fractions are representative of the nanosheet population in the stock dispersion. In liquid cascade centrifugation, to a first approximation, the sample is fractionated by hydrodynamic volume.
One may argue that the correlation between nanosheet lateral dimension and layer number typically observed 19 is thus a result of the centrifugation. However, this is not necessarily the case. As we will show below, such a correlation is present before size selection and is a consequence of the details of the exfoliation process. The fact that larger flakes tend to be thicker reflects the fact that it costs more energy to exfoliate larger-area nanosheets of a given thickness compared to smaller ones. Due to the difficulties of directly measuring nanosheet area by AFM for relative small nanosheets such as these, we use LW  as a proxy for nanosheet face area. Figure 3A shows a scatter plot of LW as function of layer number, N, of the nanosheets in the stock dispersion produced from graphite. Here, each data point represents a single nanosheet. It is clear from this plot that larger area nanosheets tend to be thicker and smaller nanosheets tend to be thinner. Exactly the same picture is obtained when combining the data from the analysis of the fractions of the same sample after LCC ( Figure 3B ). This demonstrates that the distribution of nanosheet sizes in the fractions after size selection is a consequence of that in the stock. For a more detailed discussion see SI Figure S2 .
Broadly similar data point clouds were obtained for the sample exfoliated in SC using a sonic bath and in NMP exfoliated with a sonic tip ( Figure 3C -D). Representative widefield AFM images are shown in Figure S3 -4. However, some differences can be observed: the correlation between area and layer number is softened in the case of the graphite exfoliated using SC in the bath ( Figure 3C ) and more large monolayers are produced at relatively low centrifugal acceleration compared to graphite exfoliated in SC with the sonic tip. In contrast, for the tip exfoliation in NMP, the area-layer number correlation is even more well-defined ( Figure 3D ).
In addition, the data cloud is shifted toward larger/thicker nanosheets with hardly any monolayers observed. Unlike the SC-based samples, no few-layer graphene could be isolated at centrifugal accelerations higher than 6,000 g which suggests that fewer small/thin nanosheets are produced in NMP compared to exfoliation in aqueous surfactant. The reason for this is currently unclear, but it might be related to differences in interfacial stress transfer at solventnanosheet versus surfactant-nanosheet interfaces. However, in spite of these differences, the area-layer number data clouds seem to be centred around a similar mean area-layer number relationship as will be discussed further below.
The observation that nanosheets were isolated above 6,000 g in SC, but not in NMP suggests that the sonication conditions have an impact on the relative population of nanosheets in a certain size window as one would expect. This can be illustrated clearly when determining the yield (i.e. fraction of graphite mass converted to graphene) of nanosheets in each fraction (see methods). In all cases, the yield decreases with increasing centrifugal acceleration ( Figure 3E ).
However, for tip-sonication the yield decreases much more steeply for NMP compared to SC, illustrating that relatively few small/thin nanosheets are produced in NMP. The overall yield summed over the fractions isolated above 100 g is 19.5% for the exfoliation by tip sonication in SC, only 0.3% for bath sonication in SC and 5% for tip sonication in NMP. This emphasizes that bath sonication is not suitable to produce large masses and that exfoliation in aqueous surfactant gives the best yield of few-layered material.
The overall greater population of larger/thicker nanosheets in NMP also has an impact on the mean lateral size and layer number isolated in the cascade. This is shown by the plots of mean area (expressed as <LW>) and <N> as functions of the midpoint of the pair of centrifugal accelerations used in the cascade in Figure 3F -G. The NMP data sits consistently above the SC data for both area and layer number and is also characterised by a different power law exponent relating the dimensions to RCF. Interestingly, the nanosheets produced and isolated in SC in tip and bath sonication are on average very similar, even though larger monolayers and bilayers can be produced in the bath as shown by the data cloud in Figure 3C . However, since the nanosheets in NMP are larger, but also thicker, it is important to analyse whether the relationship between <LW> and <N> varies across the samples. As mentioned above, the data clouds in Figure 3B -D seem to be centred around similar averages. To test this, we plot <LW> as function of <N> in Figure 3H . As expected from Figure 3F -G, the samples obtained by bath and tip sonication in SC fall on the same curve. However, the data for graphite exfoliated in NMP by tip sonication is shifted to higher values of <LW> and <N> and slightly offset. In all cases, <LW> is related to <N> by a powerlaw. Empirical fitting shows that the powerlaw exponent of the NMP samples is slightly different to the exponent of the samples exfoliated in SC. Interestingly, all curves project to the same value of <LW> at <N>=1. This is intriguing, as it would suggest that the (extrapolated) average size of the monolayer is identical in all cases and thus independent on the exfoliation conditions. The same behaviour is observed for WS2 ( Figure S5 ). One could therefore consider this value to be an interesting descriptor to evaluate the exfoliation quality across different materials. This concept will be discussed in detail below.
Thus to summarise this section, while exfoliation yield, i.e. quantity depends strongly on sonication conditions (e.g. environment, power), nanosheet aspect ratios depend much more weakly on exfoliation conditions.
Materials comparison
In order to compare liquid exfoliation among various materials, we selected 11 layered van der Waals crystals with a range of structures, chemical compositions, crystallite shapes and interand intra-layer bonding strengths: graphite, four transition metal dichalcogenides (WS2, MoS2, MoSe2, PtSe2), hexagonal boron nitride, a post-transition metal chalcogenide with metal-metal bonds (GaS, which is interpreted here as layered Ga2S2), a complex layered silicate (talc) and three layered hydroxides (Mg(OH)2, Ni(OH)2, and Co(OH)2). In most cases, liquid phase exfoliation by sonication has previously been demonstrated and yields dispersions of nanosheets with unaltered chemical composition. 13, 19, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] Here, in all cases but GaS, the crystals were exfoliated in aqueous sodium cholate by tip sonication according to established procedures (see methods). Since GaS is prone to oxidation, it was exfoliated in the solvent NMP using bath sonication. 23 For each material, we isolated 4-6 size-selected fractions by LCC. In a few cases (WS2, MoS2), the size selection and centrifugation procedure was repeated under slightly varying conditions to confirm the robustness of the approach. Nanosheet dimensions were determined by AFM statistics in all cases as described above (SI, Figures S6-22 ). The scaling of mean nanosheet dimensions (<L>, <W>, <N>) with central acceleration (the midpoint of the pair of centrifugal accelerations used during preparation of each fraction) is shown in Figure 4 for representative materials (for all data see Figure S23 -29). It is clear that nanosheet length (<L>, Figure 4A ), width (<W>, Figure 4B ) and layer number (<N>, Figure 4C ) decrease as power laws with increasing centrifugal acceleration in all cases. This also implies that nanosheet dimensions (including monolayer content) scale with each other, as shown in the SI ( Figure S30 ). Figure 4 demonstrates that, depending on the material, different lateral dimensions and layer numbers are accessible. Since the mean dimensions of the nanosheets in the fractions reflect the population in the stock dispersions, this means that sonication produces nanosheets of different length-scales and layer numbers, depending on the material. For example, the lateral dimensions of GaS are only slightly smaller than those of graphene (i.e., the data points of graphene and GaS in Figure 4A and 4B sit relatively close together), but the nanosheets are significantly thicker ( Figure 4C ). In contrast, the WS2 nanosheets isolated in the fractions are significantly smaller than graphene ( Figure 4A and 4B), but have a comparable thickness ( Figure 4C ).
The data shown in Figure 4 (see also SI Figure S30 ) implies that the correlation between the thickness and lateral size observed for liquid-exfoliated graphene applies to a wide range of nanosheet types. To show this, we calculate LW and N for each fraction as plotted for all 11 materials in Figure 5A (and in the SI, Figure S31 ). In all cases, LW clearly scales with N , with data from within the same class of materials (e.g. TMDs, hydroxides) sitting close beside each other (see also SI, Figure S32 ). Interestingly, there is a different offset in the data for the different material classes. This means that, depending on the material in question, the lateral dimensions achievable by sonication-based LPE for a given thickness vary significantly.
For example, graphene nanosheets with a mean area <LW> of 0.01 μm 2 are 2-3 layers thick on average, while the hydroxides with similar areas have a mean layer number of 20-25. Thus, the <LW> vs <N> data allows us to quantify the exfoliation quality for a given material.
To do this, we note that, in all materials, we can nicely fit an empirical power-law scaling of LW with N (SI, Figure S31 ), which we write as:
Here, DML represents the characteristic lateral nanosheet size associated with monolayers (i.e., when <N>=1) and is a measure of exfoliation quality (high DML is consistent with larger, thinner nanosheets). From fitting the data in Figure 5A , we find  to lie in the range 2-3 while DML tends to fall between ~0.5 and ~40 nm ( Figure 5B ).
One would naturally expect the experimentally-observed exfoliation quality (i.e. represented by DML) to reflect the strength of the interlayer binding energy. To test this, we have computed from quantum-mechanical first principles the inter-layer binding energy [eV/A 2 ], ES, from the difference between the ground-state total energy of the optimized 3D bulk structure and that of its isolated monolayers. 29 In Figure 5B , we plot DML versus ES, finding a reasonable correlation, albeit with considerable scatter. This suggests that, while the interlayer binding energy clearly plays an important role in defining the exfoliation quality, it may not be the only contributing parameter. This is a key insight that will prove important in explaining the observed nanosheet sizes, as we will discuss.
Ultrasonication is a relatively high-energy process that is known to result in sonication-induced scission during nanosheet exfoliation. [30] [31] [32] While scission is usually considered to be an inconvenience that reduces flake size, we will demonstrate that it is a critical component in the determination of nanosheet dimensions. Indeed, in many cases, nanosheets with sizes of hundreds of nanometres are exfoliated from micron-sized layered crystallites, showing that scission must occur during the exfoliation process. This implies that the intra-layer bonding strength should also play a role in determining nanosheet size. One would expect high intralayer bonding strength (i.e., high tensile strength) to result in larger nanosheets as more energy would be required to cut them to smaller sizes. Qualitatively, this could explain the scatter in Figure 5C . For example the conjugated carbon-carbon bonds in the graphene lattice are the reason for its extraordinary material strength, which would explain why larger graphene nanosheets are obtained in spite of its inter-layer binding energies being similar to those of GaS which is known to be considerably weaker then graphene. 33 
Model development
We will next build a minimal model that will help us to understand the experimentally-observed
behaviour. In what follows, we will make a series of reasonable assumptions and approximations in an effort to reduce the complexity of what is, in its full extent, a formidable problem in non-equilibrium, quantum-mechanical statistical mechanics.
We may picture liquid-phase exfoliation as a violent process occurring at the nanoscale, whereby incident shock-waves of sufficiently high energy lead to the removal of small nanosheets from large, layered crystallites. 34 The process is thus characterized by rare, irreversible events that result in the breakage of both inter-layer van der Waals bonds and intralayer chemical bonds. 34, 35 In general, the sample undergoing liquid phase exfoliation by means of external excitation (such as sonication) may be considered to be in a quasi-steady state over a suitable period of time (insofar as significant quantities of parent crystallites remain), but it is out of thermodynamic equilibrium. This lack of equilibrium, not to mention the fact that bondbreaking at nanosheet edges is an inherently quantum-mechanical but nonetheless high-energy
(compared to the average thermal energy) process, implies that we ordinarily cannot appeal to basic thermodynamic principles such as the equipartition of energy between separable degrees of freedom and, indeed, even the concept of a global temperature breaks down out of equilibrium. 36 One way forward is to note that the hypothesis of ergodicity (simplistically, that averages over large sample numbers or long times give the same results 37 ) can reasonably be applied to the aggregated degrees of freedom involved in edge tearing (for nanosheets with a given edge geometric area) and, separately, surface delamination (with a given surface geometric area).
Firstly, we assume that the tearing energy, ETearing, required to break enough intra-layer chemical bonds to remove a nanosheet from its parent crystallite is independent of the sheet shape, and is the product of the created edge geometric area, AE, and the energy per unit area required to create edges, EE. Similarly, we assume that the peeling or surface delamination (exfoliation) energy, EPeeling, is the product of the new surface area, AS, and the energy per unit area, ES, required to peel a sheet from its parent crystal (i.e., the destruction of a weakly-bonded interface, and the creation of two exposed surfaces). Secondly, and bringing in ergodicity, we may suppose that if a sufficiently large sample is taken (over time or volume, equivalently, assuming steady-state conditions macroscopically), then all nanosheet face shapes would be represented with an equal probability.
As an aside, but one relevant to our first-principles results presented later, we argue that EE and ES comprise only the energies required to break in-plane chemical and out-of-plane van der Waals bonds, respectively, including local charge and ionic reorganisation but not solvation effects. To see this, we note that, were the system allowed to come to equilibrium (i.e. sonication being switched off), transition-state theory predicts that the relevant energies are the net energy changes in going from an initial state (unexfoliated crystal) to a final state (remaining crystallite plus solvated, exfoliated nanosheets), with an energy barrier controlling the kinetics. However, in the out-of-equilibrium conditions relevant to sonication, the rare and violent events that bring the system from the initial state to the transition state are reaction-limiting. As a result, we understand EE and ES to be properties associated only with nanosheet mechanics. While exfoliation yields are linked to solvent-nanosheet interactions as previously reported 38 and
shown above, such interactions govern the stabilisation of exfoliated nanosheets rather than the actual exfoliation process. 39 In other words, as clearly demonstrated by the direct comparison of graphite and WS2 exfoliated in aqueous surfactant solution and NMP, the relationship between lateral size and layer number is largely independent of the medium chosen for LPE while nanosheet yield is not.
Simplifying matters further is the observation that neither tearing nor delamination may occur without the other, if the net result is to be a free flake in solution. Both processes occur simultaneously during events that deliver sufficient energy to remove a nanosheet from the parent crystal. Still assuming that the relevant energies do not explicitly depend on sheet shape, we may further suppose that the tearing and delamination energies are, on average, disbursed in a fixed ratio, a, a factor which reflects the microscopic details of the exfoliation process. This gives rise to an assumed quasi-equipartition of energies for the aggregated degrees of freedom responsible for edge tearing and surface delamination. We can express this hypothesis as We can express equation 2a in terms of the peeling and tearing energies, ES and EE, as well as nanosheet dimensions:
The factor of 2 on the left hand side comes from the fact that there are two surfaces created when removing a nanosheet from the layered crystal, i.e. on the nanosheet and on the parent crystallite. Furthermore, we note that while some nanosheets will need to have their entire perimeter created in an exfoliation event (the case of sheets being removed from the centre of the surface of the parent crystal), others will require only a very small amount of edge to be created (for example, sections connected to the main crystal by only a thin neck). Thus, on average, approximately half of a nanosheet perimeter will be newly formed during an exfoliation event, resulting in the factor of 2 in the denominator on the right hand side. However, the equivalent amount of edge must also be formed on the parent crystal, resulting in the factor of 2 in the numerator on the right hand side.
The edge area is just the product of nanosheet perimeter, P, and thickness, h0N, where h0 is the monolayer thickness (the parent crystallite out-of-plane unit-cell height, or the fraction of that unit-cell height associated with a single monolayer), allowing us to write
In principle, AFM images can be analysed automatically using appropriate software 34 on a sheet-by-sheet basis to obtain and in order to test this equation. In practice, however, for the small nanosheet sizes associated with LPE nanosheets, residual solvent and aggregated sheets make automated analysis challenging. This means that manual analysis, such as that employed in this work, results in a rather limited data set consisting of length, width and thickness data for each fraction. Within a given fraction, the L, W, and N distributions are reasonably narrow (at least compared to the stock). In order to obtain averaged nanosheet area (AS) and perimeter (P) from length (L) and width (W) data, we approximate the nanosheets as having a single fixed shape. This approximation is necessary even though nanosheet morphology is quite diverse with a large variety of nanosheet shapes present.
Although it appears more obvious to approximate the characteristic nanosheet shape as rectangular or diamond-like, here we approximate the nanosheets as elliptical. This choice is not based on an attempt to best match the observed shapes. Rather, it is an approximation designed to simplify the mathematics of the model described below (the simplification is based on the fact that within the approximation for perimeter given below, the area of a low-aspectratio ellipse is proportional to the square of its perimeter. This factor allows the model to be developed without any additional assumptions. See SI section 1.9). The area of an ellipse is S A PN
given by  times the product of the semi-major and semi-minor axes. Using our notation for nanosheets, this yields
Next, we must address the nanosheet perimeter P. For ellipses with aspect ratios sufficiently close to unity, and given the approximate nature of the ellipse assumption to begin with, it is sufficient to use a low-order approximation for the ellipse perimeter, involving the geometric mean of L and W in place of the diameter of a circle. As long as the aspect ratio of each flake is not too high, we may write
Combining equations 3, 4 and 5:
Any uniform deviation from the low-aspect ratio ellipse shape assumption for the newly-created edge, such as due to roughness, is expected to primarily be hidden in the factor a. In order to manipulate these multi-parameter means, we make the assumption that our L, W, and N distribution data are consistent with:
Here, the exponent b is expected to be close to 1 but will depend on the details of the LW and N distributions. As shown in Figure S33 -34 (SI), this expression applies well to the materials studied, with values of b found to be mostly close to 1 and always <1.5. It is worth emphasising here that the factor <N> in this work is that of size selected fractions (see Figure S2 ). In principle, we can envisage no reason why our expressions should not remain valid if the nanosheets are fractionated in a different way. ) and thickness (represented by ). Importantly, it has the same form LW N as the empirical expression used to fit the experimental data in Figure 5A (equation 1) . The fit quality shows equation 8 to be consistent with experiments across a diverse spectrum of chemical species and bonding types. We note that, while the observed power-law dependence of on cannot conclusively prove the validity of our quasi-equipartition hypothesis, it strongly supports it. Indeed, it seems difficult to envisage how such a power law could come about given an absence of systematic exfoliation-energy partitioning. 
Comparing model and experiment
We first address the relationship between exponents. The -exponents can be extracted by fitting the data in Figure 5A using equation 1 and are given in Figure 5B . The b-exponents can be found by fitting the statistical nanosheet size data using equation 7 as shown in Figure S33 .
Any systematic non-constancy of the equipartition factor a in the form of a power-law dependence on <N> will inevitably be hidden in the exponent b. As shown in Figure S34 however, the data is reasonably close to =2b, in line with our model.
Equation 9 is very interesting, as it allows us to test the validity of our model by plotting
versus . Here, is obtained from fitting experimental data (such as Figure   5A ) while is the interlayer distance obtained from published crystallographic lattice constants (see SI, 
Here rbond is the equilibrium inter-atomic separation and bond is the binding curve well depth.
We justify using this function by noting that it is very similar in shape to the well-known Morse potential which is widely used to model bond potentials. 42 . To test this, the in-plane and out-of-plane moduli were calculated from first principles, as detailed in the methods section. Briefly, the in-plane Young's modulus for each material was estimated from its calculated elastic coefficients cij using the formula Y In-plane = (c 11 c 22 -c 12 c 12 ) / c 11 c 22 (12) that results from applying symmetry considerations to the two-dimensional Reuss average as discussed in detail in Ref. 43 and its supplemental information. This modulus is more generally computed as the inverse of the average of the compliance over in-plane angles. It assumes uniform stress rather than uniform strain conditions, as is more appropriate to the simulation of exfoliation. The coupling between the in-plane and out-of-plane degrees of freedom is neglected, i.e., elements such as c13. For all but the case of talc, where the above formula is a numerically small approximation, we have c11 = c22 and 66 11 22 ( ) / 2 c c c  and the in-plane compliance becomes isotropic. This simple formula then recovers the two-dimensional Reuss
Young's modulus exactly. The corresponding out-of-plane modulus is simply the out-of-plane 33 . This allows us to apply the approximation that 11 falls below 1 for the transition-metal hydroxides due to their anomalously high two-dimensional Poisson's ratio (~85% surface area conservation is predicted, assuming uniform in-plane stress).
In Figure 4D , we plot
, finding clear linearity and much less scatter than in Figure 5C . Assuming that // can be applied to all data, fitting yields a value of a=1.00.1. As outlined above, a=1 is the hallmark of equipartition of energy between peeling and tearing during the exfoliation process.
The observation that our combined experimental data and theoretical modelling gives a-values that are reasonably close to 1 is an important result which may begin to shed light on the details of the exfoliation mechanism. However, it should be noted that there is some scope for uncertainty here due to possible cancellation of errors associated with factors such as: the assumption that the nanosheets resemble low-aspect ellipses on average; the numerous assumptions invoked in using ICOHP or the in-and-out-of-plane Young's moduli; and the assumption of negligible <N>-dependence in a and indeed in the energies and their derivatives (which we have calculated always in the bulk limit). Nevertheless, taken together our results provide strong evidence supporting our hypothesis that quasi-equipartition holds, particularly as it explains the observed power law of equation 1.
Finally, it is interesting to note that equation 8 can be rearranged to reflect the lateral size/thickness aspect ratio, k, of arbitrarily thick nanosheets:
Assuming that a1 and in the ideal case b=1, we find that k loses its <N>-dependence and becomes , so that this is a quantity set by fundamental material parameters. This is an important result that suggests fundamental limitations of LPE nanosheets produced by means of sonication for applications such as mechanics, where high aspect ratios are important.
CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have measured the length, width and thickness distributions of 12 different liquid-exfoliated 2D materials. We have found clear correlations between nanosheet area and thickness, allowing us to propose a metric for exfoliation quality. By developing a model for nanosheet size based on non-equilibrium thermodynamics, we give a theoretical explanation for the observed scaling and link the exfoliation quality metric to the ratio of basal-plane to edge formation energies. Using a simple model we show that this energy ratio is close to the ratio of in-plane to out-of-plane nanosheet Young's moduli. By computing these moduli, we find the model to be completely consistent with the data. Comparing data with theory strongly suggests that a generalized energy equipartition holds, on average, between nanosheet tearing and peeling during sonication, providing valuable insight into the basis physics of exfoliation. For the hydroxides, 1.6 g of powder was pre-treated by sonicating using a sonic tip in 80 mL deionised water for 1 h. The dispersion was then centrifuged at 2,150 g for 1 h and decanted with the sediment being retained and dried. The pre-treated material (20 gL -1 ) was then sonicated in 9 g/L of sodium cholate and de-ionized water solution using a flat head tip (Sonics VCX-750) with 60% amplitude and 6s on/ 2s off for 4 h under ice cooling.
METHODS

Materials
The PtSe2 crystal (0.5 gL -1 ) was immersed in 35 mL of aqueous sodium cholate (SC) solution (Csurf = 1.7 gL -1 ). The mixture was sonicated under cooling in a metal beaker by probe sonication using a solid horn probe tip (Sonics VX-750) for 7.5 h at 30% amplitude with a pulse of 6 s on and 4 s off.
Gallium sulfide powder (45 gL -1 ) was sonicated in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone using an ultrasonic bath (P30 H Ultrasonic from Fischer scientific). The sonication was performed for 6 h with an amplitude of 100% and a frequency of 37 kHz in 50 mL plastic centrifuge tubes. The water in the sonic bath was cooled by a water cooling system to maintain a temperature below 30°C enabled by cold water being pumped through piping which was wrapped around the interior of the bath.
For exfoliation of graphite in aqueous sodium cholate by bath sonication, two vials each containing 40 mL of dispersed bulk graphite material in SC solution (8 gL -1 ) were positioned in hot spots of a Branson CPX3800 sonication bath. After a sonication time of 1 h for the purification step, the dispersion was centrifuged at 2,660 g for 1.5 h, the impurity rich supernatant discarded. The sediment was collected in fresh SC solution (2 gL -1 ) for the second exfoliation step with a sonication time of 5 h. During the bath sonication, the bath water was replaced every 30 min with new water to avoid overheating.
Size selection
To select nanosheets by size, we used liquid cascade centrifugation with sequentially increasing rotation speeds. Centrifugation conditions are expressed as relative centrifugal force (RCF) in units of 10 3 × g (or k g) with g being the gravitational force. Two different centrifuges were used: For centrifugal accelerations < 3,000 g, a Hettich Mikro 220R centrifuge equipped with a fixed-angle rotor 1195-A was used; above 3,000 g, a Beckman Coulter Avanti XP centrifuge with a JA25.50 fixed angle rotor was used. Graphite, BN, TMDs: All centrifugation runs were performed for 2 h (10°C). Unexfoliated material was removed by centrifugation at 100 g. The supernatant was subjected to further centrifugation at 400 g. The sediment was collected in fresh surfactant (CSC= 0.1 gL -1 ) at reduced volume (3-8 mL), while the supernatant was centrifuged at 1,000 g. Again, the sediment was collected and the supernatant subjected to centrifugation at higher speeds. This procedure was repeated with the following RCF: 5k g, 10k g, 22k g, 74k g. As sample nomenclature, the lower and upper boundary of the centrifugation are indicated. For graphite exfoliated in NMP, centrifugation was performed for 3.5 h to balance the slower sedimentation rate in the higher viscosity solvent. Since fewer small/thin nanosheets are produced, steps with lower centrifugal acceleration were included with the following overall cascade: 30 g, 100 g, 400 g, 1k g, 3k g, 6k g.
For PtSe2, centrifugation was performed for 2 h in each step. Unexfoliated material was first removed by centrifugation at 100 g (50 mL vial). The supernatant was than subjected to further centrifugation at 400 g (50 mL vial). The sediment was collected in fresh SC-H2O (0.1 gL -1 ), while the supernatant was centrifuged at 1,000 g (50 ml vial). Again, the sediment was collected, and the supernatant subjected to centrifugation at higher speeds. This procedure was repeated with the following speeds: 3k g (50 ml vial), 5k g (50 ml vial), 10k g (50 ml vial), 30k g (2x12 ml vial).
In the case of the hydroxide and talc dispersions, centrifugation parameters were adjusted: the stock obtained after sonication was centrifuged at 25 g for 60 min. The sediment was discarded and the supernatant was centrifuged at 100 g for 60 min. The sediment after this centrifugation step was redispersed in fresh surfactant solution (1 h bath sonication, cSC=9 gL -1 ) producing the largest size. The supernatant after the 100 g centrifugation step was centrifuged at 250 g for 60 min, producing the second largest size in the redispersed sediment. These steps were repeated in further increments of 400 g, 1k g, and 3k g, thus producing five sizes. For GaS, centrifugation was performed for 2 h in each step using 25 g (unexfoliated removed), 100 g, 400 g, 1k g, 3k g, 10k g. In this case, the sediment was redispersed in 2-propanol to facilitate deposition for AFM. The final supernatants were discarded in all cases. Published values for step heights were used to convert apparent AFM thickness to layer number. 13, 19, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] The step height analysis of PtSe2 is shown in the SI ( Figure S14 ). Previously published length corrections were used to correct lateral dimensions from cantilever broadening. 44 A detailed description of the statistical analysis is provided in the SI (section 5).
The yield of the exfoliation in graphite was determined as follows: Extinction spectra
were measured with a known dilution factor for each fraction on a Agilent Carry 6000i (quartz cuvettes, 0.4 cm pathlength). With the size-independent extinction coefficient of 5,450 Lg -1 m -1 at 750 nm, the concentration of dispersed graphite was calculated. 45 The volume of each fraction was measured to calculate the mass and thus the yield through dividing by the initial mass of graphite (2.4 g).
Calculation of binding energies
All first-principles calculations were carried out using Kohn-Sham density-functional theory as implemented the Quantum Espresso package. 46 The binding energies for nonmagnetic materials has been computed in Ref. 29 
Calculation of elastic constants
Elastic constants were computed by finite deformations and exploiting the stress-strain relation as implemented in the ElaStic module 57 using 9 deformed structures for each symmetry-independent strain and a maximum strain of 0.004. Both the vdW-DF2-C09 and RVV10 functionals were used for non-magnetic structures, while only RVV10 was used for magnetic materials due to the current limitations in the Quantum Espresso implementation. A refined k-point density of 0.05 A -1 was employed, as well as an increased cutoff (30 Ry over the SSSP v0.7 recommendation) to ensure an high accuracy stress converge for all the materials.
Forces were relaxed down to 5×10 -5 Ry/a.u., while stress has been optimized up to a threshold of 0.05 kbar within structural optimizations. The data is summarised in SI, section 3. Young's moduli. The solid lines are fits to equation 9. In B-E, the three graphene data points reflect the samples prepared by sonication with both tip and bath in NMP and sodium cholate (SC).
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